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Sloan Research Fellowships Awarded to 126 Young Scholars 
Prestigious Awards Expand to Honor Researchers in Ocean Sciences 

 
(New York, NY) – The Alfred P. Sloan Foundation is pleased to announce the selection of 126 
outstanding U.S. and Canadian researchers as recipients of Sloan Research Fellowships for 2012. 
Awarded annually since 1955, the fellowships are given to early-career scientists and scholars 
whose achievements and potential identify them as rising stars, the next generation of scientific 
leaders. 
 
“Today’s Sloan Research Fellows are tomorrow’s Nobel Prize winners,” said Dr. Paul L. 
Joskow, President of the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. “These outstanding men and women are 
responsible for some of the most exciting science being done today. The Foundation is proud to 
support them during this pivotal stage of their careers.” 
 
Drawn from 51 colleges and universities across the United States and Canada, the 2012 Sloan 
Research Fellows represent a variety of research interests, including:  
 

 An astrophysicist who searches for extrasolar planets;  
 A chemical oceanographer who dove into the Gulf of Mexico in the aftermath of 

the Deepwater Horizon oil spill;  
 An economist who studies how socialism works on Israeli kibbutzim;  
 A chemist who examines how tiny metal particles in your brain may contribute to 

Alzheimer’s; 
 A mathematician who models water waves, from ripples to tsunamis; 
 A computer scientist who is teaching computers to identify the content of pictures 

by programming them to ask humans for help; 
 A molecular biologist who studies how errors that accumulate when the body 

makes proteins contribute to diseases like ALS and Parkinson’s; and 
 A neuroscientist who investigates what it is about the brains of some monkeys 

that make them such reckless gamblers.   
 
Historically awarded in seven scientific fields—chemistry, computer science, economics, 
mathematics, evolutionary and computational molecular biology, neuroscience, and physics—the 
fellowships were expanded this year to include awards to eight young researchers working in the 
ocean sciences. The new field was added in recognition of the extraordinary work performed, 
much of it by young scientists, during the ten-year Census of Marine Life.   
 



Administered and funded by the Sloan Foundation, the fellowships are awarded in close 
cooperation with the scientific community. To qualify, candidates must first be nominated by 
their peers and are subsequently selected by an independent panel of senior scholars. Fellows 
receive $50,000 to be used to further their research. 
 
For a complete list of winners, visit: www.sloan.org/fellowships/page/21 
 

### 
 
The Alfred P. Sloan Foundation is a philanthropic, not-for-profit grant making institution based 
in New York City. Established in 1934 by Alfred Pritchard Sloan Jr., then-President and Chief 
Executive Officer of the General Motors Corporation, the Foundation makes grants in support of 
original research and education in science, technology, engineering, mathematics, and economic 
performance. www.sloan.org 


